
Introduction

Intracranial lipomas are very rare tumors. It is re-

ported that they account for less than 0.1 percent of

diagnosed brain tumors, and for no more than 0.08％

of tumors found on autopsy1, 2.

They are mostly found in the midsagittal region ,

the most common of all being the vicinity of the cor-

pus callosum, where approximately half of the total

are found3 . Other sites where they have been re-

ported to occur include the choroid plexus, the quad-

rigeminal cistern, the interpeduncular cistern, the am-

bient cistern and the cerebellopontine cistern4, 5.

Intracranial lipomas are considered not to be true

tumors, but are taken by some to be persistent me-

ninx primitiva that accompany developmental anoma-

lies5. However, there is no generally accepted theory.

They have been sometimes associated with intracra-

nial malformations.

We report two cases in which, using computed to-

mography（CT）and magnetic resonance imaging

（MRI）, we made incidental diagnoses of intracranial

lipoma without any other developmental anomalies.

Case Reports

Case 1: The patient was a 53-year-old woman who

was examined with unenhanced CT because she had

complained of vertigo. No particular problems were

found in her family history, and she exhibited no neu-

rological anomalies. Unenhanced CT was performed

with slices 10 mm thick at 10 mm intervals.

CT revealed a mass 2.2×0.6 cm in size with homo-

geneous low attenuation values in its interior. These

low attenuation values were clearly even lower than

those obtained from cerebrospinal fluid（Fig. 1）. No

anomalous complications were detected.

These findings led to a diagnosis of a lipoma in the

superior cerebellar cistern.
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Case 2: This patient was a 54-year-old woman

whose chief complaint was headaches. She was exam-

ined with both CT and MRI. There was nothing re-

markable in the family history, and no neurological ab-

normalities were found. Unenhanced CT with 10 mm

slice thick, 10 mm slice intervals, revealed a 0.8×0.4

cm area of homogeneous low attenuation, suggesting

adipose tissue, in the periphery of the corpus callosum

（Fig. 2 a）.

The first MRI performed using conventional spin-

echo（CSE）T 1-weighted images（T 1 WI）（Fig. 2 b）,

fast spin-echo（FSE）T 2-weighted images（T 2 WI）,

and fluid attenuated inversion recovery（FLAIR）.

When the slice thickness was 7 mm, an inter-slice gap

of 1 mm. In this initial MRI, it was not possible to find

the lipoma detected by CT, and the second MRI ex-

amination was carried out 7 days later.

In the second MRI examination, CSE T 1 WI with

fat saturation method was performed, and the slice

thickness was reduced to 4 mm, and no inter-slice gap

was used. As a result , the lipoma was well demon-

strated, presenting a strong signal with CSE T 1 WI

and FLAIR, while the signals from the fatty tissue

were completely suppressed by the chemical shift se-

lective imaging（Fig. 2 c, d, e）. No accompanying

anomalies were observed.

The diagnosis based on the above findings was a

pericallosal lipoma.

Discussion

The two cases reported herein were examined with

CT and MRI because of complaints of vertigo and

headache , but later , the patients became asympto-

matic and are still alive. Many intracranial lipomas are

asymptomatic , but reported symptoms include sei-

zures, headaches , vertigo , intellectual disturbances ,

hemiplegia . The symptoms in our two cases were

transitory, and we consider that it was unlikely that

they were caused by the intracranial lipomas.

Case 2 was a case of the relatively common perical-

losal lipoma, but in case 1, the tumor was in a rarely

affected site. Both were in the midline. Neither of our

two cases were complicated with any malformation.

Anomalous complications that have been reported in-

clude agenesis or dysplasia of the corpus callosum, en-

cephalocele, agenesis of vermis, cranium bifidum, ab-

sence of septum pellucidum3. Studies in adults report

that intracranial lipomas are common in the choroid

plexus, and some state that they are more common in

lateral locations that in median sites6. The authors of

this report also consider that few anomalous complica-

tions are found in adults. This suggests that the clini-

cal feature of such cases varies with age, and it would

seem to be necessary to carry out some investigation

of the occurrence of pericallosal lipomas and intracra-

nial lipomas that appear in other sites.

Most intracranial lipomas were previously diag-

nosed incidentally at autopsy examinations, but with

the recent progress of the technology and widespread

use of CT and MRI, incidental diagnosis with asymp-

tomatic types of these lipomas in adults have in-

creased in number.

In general, MRI can produce sagittal images, and is

an excellent technique to use for diagnosing struc-

tural anomalies , and can be considered more useful

than CT in such purposes. In particular, when a small

lipoma is present in the choroid plexus, the contrast

between the cerebrospinal fluid and the tumor is poor

on CT image, and in such points the usefulness of MRI

is thought to be superior7, 8. However, in our case 2, al-

though the lipoma was depicted in a routine CT im-

age, it was difficult to identify by routine MRI. This

problem arose because the slice thickness and the

Fig．1 Case 1: Unenhanced CT shows a very low at-
tenuation tumor compared with surrounding
cerebrospinal fluid in the superior cerebellar
cistern（arrows）.
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Fig．2 Case 2:（a）Unenhanced CT reveals a very low
attenuation tumor compared with surrounding
cerebrospinal fluid in the pericallosal region（ar-
row）.
（b）CSE T 1 WI（TR 465�TE 15）cannot detect
a tumor in the pericallosal region at the first
routine study.
（c）At the second study, CSE T 1 WI（TR 465
�TE 15）shows a very high intensity tumor in
the pericallosal region. The tumor is homogene-
ously（arrow）.
（d）The tumor can be identified as high inten-
sity mass at FSE FLAIR（TR 7000�TE 120�TI
1900）.
（e）The tumor is completely suppressed on the
fat saturation pulse sequences, using a chemi-
cal shift selective method. This image is con-
firming that the tumor contains fat tissue.
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inter-slice gap were not suitable for detecting a small

tumor. With CT, on the other hand, it is probable that,

because of the partial volume phenomenon, the rou-

tine examination settings of a 10 mm slice thickness

with the equal slice interval had possibility of depict-

ing the tumors. Accordingly, there can be said to be a

good reason for employing both CT and MRI.

In the two cases presented above, histological con-

firmations were not obtained . However , with the

strong low-attenuation values on CT, and the high sig-

nal intensity with CSE T 1 WI on MRI, each technique

offered its characteristic image of adipose tissue .

Moreover , in case 2, since the tumor signals were

completely suppressed on chemical shift selective im-

aging, the diagnosis of lipomas by imaging technique

can be said to present no major problems.
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